"Every Contact Leaves a Trace": Storage, Inscription, and Computer Forensics

It should always be emphasized that physical facts are not less significant simply because the unaided eye cannot see them.
—ALBERT B. OBORIN, QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS (SECOND EDITION), 1929

Each diskette is a small (about 3-inch diameter) plastic disk coated so that information may be stored on and erased from its surface. The coating is similar to the magnetic coating on a recording tape. The diskette is permanently sealed in a square black plastic cover which protects it, helps keep it clean and allows it to spin freely. This package is never opened.
—THE DOS MANUAL, APPLE COMPUTER INC., 1980

Visibility itself is not a measure of inscription, modification of the substratum is.
—MARCUS NOVAK, "TRANSFORMARION" (UNDATED, ONLINE)

The most uncompromising statement on the materiality of digital media I know is a Department of Defense document labeled DoD 5220.22-M, the Operating Manual for the National Industrial Security Program. Initially

1. Available at http://www.dtic.mil/whidirective/coreres/html/52002m.htm as well as many other locations online.
published in 1991, it seeks to establish and standardize security practices for handling classified information at the juncture between government and industry. Some eighty pages in, we encounter the Clashing and Sanitization Matrix, a table listing various categories of magnetic and optical storage media together with DoD-sanctioned methods for removing data stored on each type. The options range from simple overwrites (recording random or arbitrary bits on top of existing information) to various levels of degaussing (using magnetic fields to neutralize the polarity of the magnetic media, thereby sanitizing it), to Option M, available for all optical and magnetic media: “Destroy—Dissolve, incinerate, pulverize, shred, or smear.” Some sense of what this means in actual practice may be conveyed by the following colorful account, posted to a USENET newsgroup:

When I had to declassify disk drives in 1987, the NSA suggested that I take them out to the parking lot, and run them over with a car. . . . I told him that the Pentagon parking lot had about 12,000 cars, but no roads. His second choice was that we put the drive on top of a research magnet the Navy had. . . . I don’t know what the field strength of that magnet was, but it had big warning signs all over the building. You had to take off everything metal just to get into the same room. The magnet consumed 186 volts at 13,100 amps. That’s about 2.5 megawatts. We left it there for about a minute and a half. The field physically bent the platters on our 14-inch drive.2

The DoD’s Clashing and Sanitization Matrix offers a bracing counterpoint to the first wave of academic writing on electronic textuality, with which it is exactly contemporary. While media scholars and literary theoreticians were feeling their way toward metaphors and neologisms designed to capture something of the fleeting quality of the flickering signals on their screens, bureaucrats at the DoD were wringing their hands over electronic data’s troubling penchant for remembrance—defined by an influential National Computer Security Center study as “the residual physical representation of data that has been in some way erased.”3 They were enumerating the relevant variables in a matrix while experimenting with a myriad of techniques designed to render discarded information irreparable. Taken together, the academy and the DoD reveal two starkly different attitudes toward the textual condition of electronic objects circa 1991 (one year prior to the production of Aengus) and ask us to develop an approach capable of accounting for the ways in which electronic data was simultaneously perceived as evanescent and ephemeral in some quarters, and remarkably, stubbornly, permiscuously stable and persistent in others.

**Stored Programs and Screen Essentialism**

A document like the Clashing and Sanitization Matrix exists because of a particular condition of computing: the stored program, which entails both physical and logical separation of the processing unit from a computer’s memory, encompassing both data and instructions for operating on data—the literal stored program. John von Neumann’s 1945 “Draft Report on the EDVAC” remains the single most influential and complete articulation of the stored program concept, even if it is not the sole progenitor. The Draft Report effectively discards that there is no computation without data’s representation in a corresponding physical substratum, the specifics of which very quickly get us into a mucky world of matter and metal whose minute particulars seem conceptually at odds with the equations and schematics dominating the rest of von Neumann’s text: “[D]ata must be given in some form which the device can sense. Pulled into a system of punchcards or on tape, magnetically impressed on steel tape or wire, photographically impressed on motion picture film, wired into one or more fixed or exchangeable plugboards—this list being by no means necessarily complete.”

A year earlier John Mauchly, who worked with von Neumann at the Moore School on the ENIAC and who with Wallace Eckert would soon leave Penn to build the UNIVAC, had posed scoring numeric data on “dinks or drums which have at least their outer edge made of a magnetic alloy.” It is hard to think of such a scheme as “writing” in anything but the most generic sense—probably we are led to think in terms of materials science and fabrication.

---

2. Posted by David Hoyn on the comp.philosophy.newsgroup, 24 Jul 91 01:07:01 GMT, as “Re: How many cars pass does DoD want?”
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instead. Yet, as scholars such as Frank Salomon have noted in their work on the khipu, the ancient Inca information-recording device that stored data in knotted cords, the exclusive identification of writing with phonetic sign systems has been challenged in a number of quarters.6 The magnetic storage devices envisioned by von Neumann, Mauchly, and others have become the prominent information storage devices of our own day; indeed, so thoroughly integrated into our daily lives are magnetic recording media that we routinely embed them in an even older substrate, paper, so that a disposable printed card carelessly slipped into a pocket becomes the commodity token which admits me to my local transit system and debits the cost of my ride from a value recorded on the magnetic strip.

Figure 1.1 Simplified image of a small portion of the magnetic strip on a Washington, D.C., Metro fare card after the application of MagicView developer’s fluid. Striated data tracks are most clearly visible near the top edge, perpendicular to the length of the strip. Photograph by the author.

Though normally invisible to human eyes, the magnetic encoding on such a card is indistinguishable an inscription, as is apparent after the application of aerosolized ferrite oxide, which makes the tracks and data patterns visible (see figure 1.1).

6. Frank Salomon, The Cord System: Knitted and Cultural Life in a Peruvian Valley (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009), 25–36. The crucial intervention is Geoffrey Sampson’s, who in his book Writing System (Oxford University Press, 1999), elaborates a concept of the graphic sign known as arsomorphography in its alongside of the graphomorphic systems of which the alphabetic, where sign stands for some non-phonetic speech, is typical (26–45). However, any claim that data recorded on magnetic strips or other computer storage media is arsomorphographic writing must be immediately contested by the fact that the data is not typically visible to the human eye, and if it is visible then it is not typically meaningful. In short, whether graphic or phonetic in its basis, writing is always defined in terms of communication, and the inscriptions in computer storage media generally fail to communicate effectively to a human being other than the one of a mechanical process. As Welford, Nitch, and in his Handbook of Semantics (Blackwell, Oxford University Press, 1999), however, “the coherences and hence theory communication is often the intersection between any two systems. Thus, Klein (1999) in his dictionary of cybernetics defines communication as the exchange of information between dynamic systems capable of receiving, sending, or transforming information.” This definition of communication also includes processes of interaction between machines.” (170–171). Thus, there is a clear tradition of including machine processes in the concept of communications systems. Other discussions of semantics come to see the distinction between communication and information. Typically the former is associated with intensionality, whereas the latter category, signification, is broader and encompasses nonfunctional signals (Nitch 172–173). Unborn Eve, however, reverses the view. “For Eve, any flow of information from a source to a destination is a process of communication, even if the passage of a signal from machine to machine” (Nitch 172). And there is yet another possibility. Rather than writing in the usual sense of arsomorphography or graphology (also known as graphology), computer data (information in terms akin to the sense of symbolic structure found in practices of record keeping). Yet Salomon suggests persuasively not only that writing has in origin in record-keeping tasks (as is well known), but that “the development of a writing system is nothing other than the conceptual case-by-case solution of social tasks which produces an emergent new data registry system... the non-keeping act takes shape around the social problems it solves” (19). In short, he points to a continuum rather than a binary between writing and recording.

In addition to whatever semiotically genetic arguments one wants to entertain about the nature of data inscriptions as writing, it is equally useful and important to juxtapose the prevalence of writing-related terminology in computer science practice. Even lay users routinely speak of reading and writing in and from a disk, and a disk drive includes an electromechanical instrument known as the read/write head. Are these metaphors literal descriptions? Or does the computer science practice of writing or "writing" with the computer science practice of writing or "written" with any economic in either graphomorphographic or arsomorphographic writing systems, then quantum marks as just used them are inappropriate and the definition of writing should be expanded to accommodate the place without them—i.e., as the definition of "language" has expanded to include programming languages as well as natural languages without necessarily putting equivalents between them.

Chapter 1
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There is, of course, an obvious sense in which these marks and traces are meant to be machine-readable and are here only incidentally revealed to the human visual field as the result of a rehearsed procedure. But it would be a mistake to think that the boundary between human and machine reading is always absolute or inflexible. The history of codes reveals a continuum rather than an absolute rupture between human and machine reading. Early telegraph operators quickly learned to decode messages by listening to the sound of the receiver's mechanism rather than referring to the printed Morse code图表. Punch cards can be manually deciphered and perhaps even more tellingly, their proper interpretation can be disputed, as vividly demonstrated during the 2000 election controversy in the United States. A computer forensic expert can visually inspect the patterns of magnetic tracks on a diskette stored in the same manner as the Metro card above and locate the starting points for the different data sectors. Still, all of these examples are admittedly specialized. Little wonder then that electronic writing's first generation of theorists turned their gaze toward the illuminated screen rather than the incrustable disc. "The simple, and possibly profound, truth," writes Xerox document scientist David Levy, "is that you can't see bits. You can't see them, you can't hear them, you can't touch or smell them. They are completely inaccessible to the human senses." Jay David Bolter puts it this way: "If you hold a magnetic or optical disk up to the light, you will not see traces at all. As best you will see the circular tracks into which the data is organized, and these tracks mean nothing to the human eye." The cathode ray tube was the implicit, and often explicit, starting point for most discussions of electronic extensibility because it was only as bit-stamped foams on the screen that electronic letterforms became recognisable as writing. Critics such as Richard Lanham were quick to comment on the implications of desktop publishing and digital typography, noting that the creative control afforded by the font libraries and clip art galleries at every user's fingertips contributed to the breakdown of traditional distinctions between reader and writer while dramatizing the malleability of words and images in a digital setting.10

Nick Montfort has coined the term "screen essentialism" to refer to the prevailing bias in new media studies toward display technologies that would have been unknown to most computer users before the mid-1970s (the tele-type being the then-dominant output device). One result, as Montfort discusses, is that an essential dimension of the materiality of early electronic literary productions like ELIZA and ADVENTURE is elided, since these works were historically experienced as primed texts on rolls of paper rather than as characters on video screens. Thus one does not always need to look at screens to study new media, or to learn useful things about the textual practices that accumulate in and around computation. In their book The Myth of the Paperless Office, Abigail J. Sellen and Richard H. R. Harper employ J. J. Gibson's concept of affordances to evoke the raw, literal, physical materiality of different kinds of objects and media, especially paper: "The physical properties

7. For an overview, see Chacha Penttilä, Code: The Hidden Language of Computer Hardware and Software (Redwood: Microsoft Press, 1999), especially chapters 1–10.
9. In fact, the only limitations of the Macintosh with its low-resolution VDT display were quickly mitigated by type designers such as Stanley’s Zuma Linco—who began working seriously with the Mac within weeks of its debut—to provide the basic components of an electronic graphical identity. Linco says of this process: "I started my career with bitmap type designs,"
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of paper (its being thin, light, porous, opaque, flexible, and so on) afforded many different human actions, such as grasping, carrying, manipulating, folding, and in combination with a marking tool, writing on. For Sellen and Harper (a cognitive psychologist and a technologist respectively), affordances are all about possibilities for action, which determine how human beings interact with the physical things in their environment. Computer storage media also have their affordances, but as storage in general has become more capacious and less immediately tangible it is easy to overlook them. (USB thumb drives are perhaps the best example of a recent storage innovation whose affordances have changed the way we interact with data: they are small and lightweight but also rugged, more like an accessory or gear than the flatter, flimsier profile of media like CD-ROMs or disks, whose vulnerable surfaces must be sheltered.) Attention to the affordances of various kinds of storage media can reveal much about computing in different contexts, allowing us to reconstruct salient aspects of now-obsolete systems and the human practices that accompanied them.

This is a 1/2-inch flopyy disk, a personal relic from my teenage years (Figure 1.2). The Apple II computer with which this disk is compatible has no hard drive. A program is loaded by inserting the disk in the external drive and booting the machine. In practical terms, this meant first retrieving the program by going to one's collection of disks and rummaging through them—perhaps they were kept in a shoebbox, or stacked in a pile next to the computer, or in one of the many dedicated media containers marketed to the home computer enthusiast. Consider the contrast in affordances to a file system mounted on a hard drive: here you located the program you wanted by reading a printed or handwritten label, browsing like you would record albums or manila file folders, not by clicking on an icon. Written labels were therefore indispensable; their legible test standing in implicit counterpoint to the machine-readable markings on the magnetic surface bestowed within the plastic envelope to which the label was affixed. The label on this particular disk—handwritten, and placed over the manufacturer's label—indicates three different items: "Amor. Table" (amortization table, a tool used by accountants—why this would have been of interest to my fourteen-year-old self is beyond me now), "Matrix [sic] Programs" (some programs I had written in BASIC), and (penned with an obviously different ink) "Koala Pictures" (Koala was a drawing utility—these were its data files). So on the same diskette we have, committed, a freeware business application, programs I had written by myself and for myself, and the data files created by a commercial software package. The latter appears to have been added at a later date. This alone—the heterogeneous nature of the content, its incremental consignment to the disk—tells us something about the culture of personal computing at the time (which was clearly different from the affordances even of CD-Rs today.) In addition, we can see that a portion of the disk envelope alongside the label has been crudely cut away; in fact, it was attacked with a hole puncher. By mimicking the professionally cut write tab in a symmetrical location I double-sidet the disk, signaling to the drive mechanism that the reverse side was also available for data inscriptions (to access the reverse side you would place the disk in the drive upside down). This was a common trick, and one I was quick to appreciate once I learned that disks had a finite capacity, that more disks were what enabled me to expand my software collection (primarily games), and that the money for buying new blank disks was to come out of my allowance. In this instance I can surmise that I double-sided this disk at some point well after its initial purchase in order to store the Koala picture files I was then generating with that piece of software (itself stored on a
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separate disk), hastily inking in an addition to the label which would allow me to locate them.

I am elaborating these details to make the point that as a teenage computer user I had unself-consciously worked with storage media whose material qualities were very particular but which differ markedly from what would be the norm today. Since even routine chores like disk defragmentation are performed far less frequently on the current generation of hard drives, storage has become even more of an abstraction, defined only by a volume letter (or most Windows machines, "C"), a graphic hard drive icon, or a pie chart visualization of space remaining. Greater and greater storage capacity will only serve to further de-materialize the media as their finite physical boundaries slip past the point of any practical concern. Compare this to the kind of information preserved on the manufacturer’s labels of floppy disks from the 1980s, emblems of a bygone inscrutable regimen: “Reliable and Durable” promises the label on one side, “48 TPI” (tracks per inch) specifies another, and “Double-Sided/Double-Density Soft-Sected With Hub Ring” declares a third. This strange and alien cant was perfectly intelligible to me and millions of other home computer users, not because we were hackers or geeks, but because these specs defined the functional limits of what we could and could not do with a given piece of media in practical and palpable ways—in other words, its affordances.

A further contrast between screen essentialism and inscription or storage media is warranted, I believe, by the current state of “new media studies in which the graphical user interface is often uncritically accepted as the ground zero of the user’s experience.” “We look through the interface unaware,” writes Michael Heim in his *Metaphysics of Virtual Reality*, “as we peer through an electronic network where our symbols—words, data, simulations—come under precise control, where things appear with startling clarity. So enthralling are these symbols that we forget ourselves, forget where we are. We forget ourselves as we evolve into our fabricated worlds. With our faces up against it, the interface is hard to see.”13 Heim’s experience here speaks powerfully to a technological sublime, a simultaneous ecstasy and oblivion inescapable in our encounters with the virtual. But this “metaphysics,” to use Heim’s word (a metaphysics conceived, one suspects, amid the vestiges of Gibson’s city lights

receding), is not finally symbolic (note that word’s repetition in his text) but instead embedded within real-world technologies of production and design. Robert Markley, writing partly in direct response to Heim (in an essay that should be better known than it is), offers a prescient brute force disassembling of screen essentialisms:

To ask what is on the other side of the computer screen is, in my mind, a crucial step in dissolving from this conventional hallucination. Behind the screens of our laptops lie silicon chips, a battery, microprocessors, and even what seem to be a few old-fashioned screws. It runs (now rather dense) software programs engineered originally in California and Utah. My access to the presumptive world behind the screen carries with it an effaced history of labor, of people building machines to design and to build even more sophisticated hardware and software. (77)

“...The imaginary realm of cyberspace,” Markley concludes, “...is a fantasy based on the denial of ecology and labor, a dream that is also an apology for the socioeconomic drive to bring together sophisticated technologies” (77). Markley’s account is one of the few from this era to explicitly juxtapose the gaze of the end user with the unseen workers’ hands—here literallyscreened from view—which are busy turning old-fashioned screws.15 Yet even in Markley’s resolutely anti-essentialist hands, the screen still seems to slip into a synecdoche for “the computer” as a whole. What have we been attempting to accumulate here are thus a set of alternative access points for the study of computing, access points that bring storage, inscription, and engineering into the visible purview of what we think of as new media. But how did screens come to so obscure our view in the first place?


15. Precisely this dynamic is explored in the 1994 corporate shrine *Database*. The high-tech company that is the setting for the social arrangement charges driving the film is showcasing a facets, fully immersive virtual reality environment with moving visuals (for what passed for them at the time) as its new generation technology. In current product, however, and the focal point for the plot, is a line of high-speed compact disk drives. As my colleague Kaz King points out, here storage is made visible through the plot’s attention to the manufacturing process and the associated industrial epiphanies. The climax of the film occurs when evidence of tampering with the drives is “discovered”—on a big-screen TV—as a shareholders meeting.

A Medial Ideology

Jennifer McGann has used the phrase "Romantic ideology" to describe the manner in which modern literary criticism of the Romantic poets has been characterized by "an uncritical absorption in Romanticism's own self-representations." I believe electronic textual theory has likewise absorbed similar uncritical absorptions of the medium's self- or seemingly self-evident representations. While often precisely Romantic in their celebration of the fragile half-life of the digital, the "ideology" I want to delineate below is perhaps better thought of as medial—that is, one that substrates popular representations of a medium, socially constructed and culturally activated to perform specific kinds of work, for a more comprehensive treatment of the material particulars of a given technology.

This tendency is already full-blown in Arthur C. Clarke's 1956 short story "The Stenom-Powered Word Processor," which narrates the fictitious history of the Reverend Charles Cabbage (infamously a stand-in for the historical Babbage), vicar of the tiny church in Far Tettering, Sussex. Clarke tells it, the Reverend, weary of his obligation to produce varying sermons on the same theme twice a week, 104 times a year, constructs to build a device for automating the composition process. The Word Loom is envisioned as a combinatory machine for the manipulation of sentences (which it takes as the basic combinatory unit), and it is to be capable of outputting hard copy for the Reverend's use by way of something like a Linotype process.

The machine's database is the Bible and Crusoe's Concordance, punched cecos cards "at negligible expense, by the aged ladies of the Far Tettering Home for Relics of Decayed Gentilefolk." Having solved the problem of data entry and bear Herman Miller box to the punch (as it were), Cabbage (who we also learn enjoys a correspondence with the aging Michael Fairfax) proceeds to other aspects of his design. The church's pipe organ becomes his chief inspiration: "He was convinced that an assembly of pneumatic tubes, valves, and pumps could control all the operations of his projected Word Loom." But the reader quickly intimates that this ambitious enterprise is doomed from the start, Cabbage's novel solutions to problems of input, output, processing, and storage notwithstanding. On the day of its first and only public trial something goes awry—"Somewhere, in the depths of the immense apparatus, something broke"—and the Word Loom is sent to pieces in a maelstrom of imploding machinery. All that survives today are "two or three gears wheels" and "what appears to be a pneumatic valve" in the possession of the Far Tettering Historical Society that, deep inside the British Museum, bound in a volume entitled Samson in Saul, a single machine-generated page, badly printed and riddled with typographical errors. It is either a clever fake (we are told) or else it is "the only surviving production of perhaps the most remarkable—and misguided—technological effort of the Victorian Age." 

Of course no reader accepts this conceit, and it doesn't matter; the lesson is all about the folly of seeking to embed digital behaviors in an industrial engine. The Word Loom, which was to "weave thoughts the way Jacques do to paper" (1956), turns out to be a mere stand-in for the historical Babbage. Clarke himself is not a complete stranger to the theme of the word processor's redundancy; in his 1952 story "The Tree of Knowledge," the robotic bureaucrat named Babbage is given a request to design a "tree apparatus" that will "provide the right answer to all the right questions." But instead of a computer, the robot is given a set of mechanical tools and is instructed to "Cut a notch in a piece of wood, a notch in a piece of wood, a notch in a piece of wood..." The machine is unable to understand the task and continues to cut the same notch over and over again, never understanding the redundancy of its own actions.

We can pick up the thread of the Word Loom just two years later when Umberto Eco, in his novel "Foucault's Pendulum," contemplates the tabula rasa-like nature of word processing devices. Abbadia is the embodiment of a "barely spiritual machine" (24).

If you write with a goose quill you scratch the swirly page and keep wiping to dip for ink. Your thoughts go too fast for your shaking wrist. If you type, the letters cluster together, and again you must go at the polka dot pace of the mechanist, not the speed of your synapses. But with [Abbadia] your fingers dream, your mind breaks the keyboard, you are borne on golden pinions, as if you confine the light of critical reason with the happiness of a first encounter. (24-25)
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Already we can glimpse the particulars of our medial ideology: "Our best machines are made of sunshine; they are all light and clean because they see nothing but signals, electromagnetic waves, a section of a spectrum..." (153) wrote Donna Haraway in her famous "Cyborg Manifesto" (1985; that her words were also ironic strengtheneth rather than diminisheth their medial impact). Industry leaders may have grasped the appeal of this ideology even earlier than fiction writers or academicians. In 1982, four Bay-area entrepreneurs cofounded a new company devoted to network enterprise computing. They called it Sun.

By the mid-1980s, the digital sphere had assumed visual and material form as a definable and datable set of aesthetic practices; a recognizable spectrum of tropes, icons, and graphic conventions. This is the backdrop for the medial ideology I am describing. As stake is not whether such conventions for representing digital phenomena are accurate or correct to the formal ontology of information in an absolute sense, but rather the important fact that Western consumer culture had succeeded in evolving sophisticated and compelling means for depicting information as an essence unto itself, or more properly, information as a synthetic (at times even insipic) commodity. That the cyberspaces of both Nausetkrulled and Fiske as well as other cyberpunk productions such as the short stories in Gibson’s ‘Burning Chrome’ anthology or even the 1981 animated feature Heavy Metal are artificial alloys derived of complex cultural skeins may seem an elementary point, but it is one that was often lost in the face of popular enthusiasm for virtual phenomena. A touchstone would be Michael Benedikt’s anthology Cyberpace: First Steps, published in 1991, which collected the writings of many of the so-called digerati, the loose clique of artists and technologsts who had emerged over the course of the previous decade. Preface by Gibson, the volume contains fifteen essays, notable today for how literally some of them read Gibson’s novels as starting points for actual research agendas in interface design and related fields. All of the essays oscillate between tacit recognition of the preliminary and tentative status of the actual technologies on the one hand, and a willingness to talk about cyberspace as though it were already an observable phenomenon on the other. Some contributors simply choose not to acknowledge this as an issue; Marcos Novak, for example, does not hesitate to inform us that “The function of [cyberspace synthesizers] is to receive a minimal description of the cyberspace, coded and compressed, and from it to render a visualization of that space for the user to navigate with” (255). This is a reasonable enough description of the graphical Web browsers that would soon emerge, but one wonders if Novak didn’t have something more fanciful in mind. In either case, he is assuming cyberspace is subject matter evocative enough for the reader to suspend disbelief and to benefit from a putatively sober description of a technology that does not yet exist. Other contributors are more circumspect, such as David Thomas, who asserts the following: "Although cyberspace has been popularized by Gibson’s books, it is neither a pure ‘pop’ phenomenon nor a simple technological artifact, but rather a powerful, collective, mnemonic technology that promises to have an important, if not revolutionary, impact on the future compositions of human identities and cultures” (31–32). This appears a balanced assessment, yet it is clear that when Tomas talks about cyberspace as a “technology” he cannot mean technology in the sense of any specific hardware or software implementation—a meaning he hastens to jettison by preceding his reference to a “technological artifact” with the qualifier “simple,” and by placing the whole of the phrase in parallel with the equally ineffectual notion of cyberspace as a “pure ‘pop’ phenomenon.” Cyberspace, as it is invoked here, can only be a technology in the sense that the word itself—or more precisely, the idea of cyberspace—mimics the behavior of certain material technologies, functioning as a “powerful, collective, mnemonic”—or in other words, a shorthand for a whole range of communicative agents given depth and form by a shared aesthetic. This is what was reflected in Wired’s Triton throne when the magazine, self-consciously designed to look like information, began publishing in 1993. 21

At the core of a medial ideology of electronic text is the notion that in place of inscription, mechanism, sweat of the brow (or its mechanical equivalent steam), and exegesis of the hand, there is light, reason, and energy unleashed in the electric empyrean. Yet Clarke, Eco, and others among the first to write about word processors, both on and with their own home computers (such as Michael Joyce, whose experience we will examine in chapter 4), were not

simply deluded or wrong. Indeed, what was new about the technology was precisely that it succeeded so completely in rendering the workaday labor of textual production functionally immaterial. Michael Heim successfully articulated an early intuition as to why. In his Electric Language: A Philosophical Discourse of Word Processing (1987), which precedes now better-known books by Richard Lanham, George Landow, and Jay David Bolter, he borrows the term "system opacity" from John Searle-Brown:

The types of physical cues that normally help a user make sense out of mechanical movements and mechanical connections are simply not available in the electronic element. There are far more clues to the underlying structural processes for the person riding a bicycle than there are for the person writing on a computer screen. Physical signs of the ongoing process, the way that responses of the person are integrated into the operation of the system, the source of occasional hiccups and delays, all these are hidden beneath the surface of the activity of digital writing. No pulleys, springs, wheels, or levers are visible; no moving carriage returns indicate what the user's action is accomplishing and how that action is related to the end product; and there is no bottle of white-out paint complete with miniature touch-up brush to bloten the industrial chaf of correcting errors by imposing one mortal substance over another. The writer has no choice but to remain on the surface of the system underpainting the symbols.22

System opacity or black box: what was implicit in Eco's puns to dreaming fingers borne aloft becomes explicit in Heim: "Yes, in order to achieve such automatization, writing has to be removed from the chain of inscription and placed in an electronic element" (136; emphasis added). It is not that Heim is oblivious to the operations of his disks and storage peripherals; on the contrary, he insists that some basic understanding of how the computer stores and retrieves information is essential for even a novice user, else they will be duped by watching text scroll off the edge of the screen. But Heim conceives of this understanding pragmatically, as "a set of metaphors for making operational guesses at the underlying structure" (133)—not in terms of specific technologies. Thus in Heim's example, a user might imagine that two different versions of a document are saved in two different "places" on the hard drive (133–134). As

Heim himself is careful to point out, "[t]his insight requires no awareness of the File Allocation Table (FAT) or the bits set for file identifiers on the level of machine-language bytes, nor does it require awareness of the tracking system on the disk drive" (134). Electronic writing thus becomes a friction-free "information flow." (133), an essentially symbolic rather than inscriptive exchange among a set of operational metaphors and the "electronic elements" on the screen. Later in this book, I will term this symbolic exchange formal materiality.

Meanwhile the academy had begun a conversation in earnest. In a chapter titled "Derrida and Electronic Writing" from the 1990 book The Made of Information, Mark Poster described electronic textuality this way:

"Compared to the pen, the typewriter or the printing press, the computer dematerializes the written trace. As inputs are made to the computer through the keyboard, pixels of phosphor are illuminated on the screen, pixels that are formed into letters. Since these letters are no more than representations of ASCII codes contained in Random Access Memory, they are assemblages practically as the speed of light. The writer encounters his or her words in a form that is evanescent, instantly transformable, in short, immaterial."

And one year later, in what may be the most influential critical study to emerge from this era, Jay David Bolter in Writing Space (1991):

Electronic text is the first text in which the elements of meaning, of structure, and of visual display are fundamentally unstable ... This restlessness is inherent in a technology that encodes information by collecting fractions of a second emanations electrons at tiny junctions of silicon and metal. All information, all data in the computer world is a kind of controlled movement, and so the natural inclination of computer writing is to change, to grow, and finally to disappear.24

Or George P. Landow and Paul Delany, also in 1991:


So long as the text was weighed to a physical media, readers and writers took for granted those crucial attributes: that the text was linear, bounded, and fixed. Generations of scholars and authors internalized these qualities as the rules of thought, and they have pervasive social consequences. We can define Hypertext as the use of the computer to transcend the linear, bounded and fixed qualities of the traditional written text.25

The preceding accounts are not without nuance. In Foster, for example, who is in turn reminiscent of Eco, electronic writing is presented in relative and not absolute terms as opposed to the pen or typewriter or printing press, and he specifies the computer’s RAM as the site of the written act. Yet this very specificity makes the absence of storage all the more telling. Landow and Delany, interestingly, define hypertext first and foremost as the use of a technology, rather than a technology itself. Yet we still find a clear opposition between the expressive large-scale electronic environments promise and textual stability which is relegated to “physical media,” the presumed baggage of the Gutenberg galaxy.

We can continue to accumulate examples of a medial ideology, year to year. “With electronic text we are always painting, each screen unreasonably washing away what was and replacing it with itself,” suggested Michael Joyce in 1992.26 N. Katharine Hayles, in a widely read essay titled “Virtual Bodies and Flickering Signifiers” published a year later, sums it this way: “Working at the computer screen, I cannot read units of the magnetic markers that physically embody the information within the computer, but I am acutely aware of the patterns of blinking lights that comprise the text in its screen format” (260).27 Hayles, of course, fully understands the internal complexity of the symbiotic transaction she is alluding to, noting elsewhere that the screen’s “flickering signifiers” (as she calls them, after Lacan) originate as magnetic traces on a disk, which are then interpolated through binary machine language, compiler, application software, and so forth. The basic thesis Hayles goes on to develop, that signification in electronic environments involves “a flexible chain of marks bound together by the arbitrary relations specified by the relevant codes” (264), effectively captures what most users experience as the basic phenomenological difference between analog and digital media (whether backspacing to correct a typing error or brightening an image in Photoshop). Digital signification, in this model, consists in an open-ended symbiotic exchange (or feedback loop) between composition and reproduction.

I believe that the close temporal proximity and occasional outright overlap in the passages I have been collecting point not to a transparent and self-sufficient account of the ontology of the medium itself, but rather to the emerging contours of a medial ideology. We see this best if we examine the dominant tropes and rhetorical markers. Speed and light (and lightning) are paramount: Heim’s “electric language,” Eco’s “golden panite” and “light of critical reason,” Foster’s “pasts of phosphor” and “speed of light,” Boler’s “functions of a record” and “evanescent electrons,” Hayles’s “patterns of blinking lights” and “flickering” signifiers, even Joyce’s spontaneous “painting.” This is consistent with the tropes that had already emerged in narrative and cinematic science fiction: the luminous, ray-traced aesthetic of Tron, or William Gibson’s loose passages describing cyberspace in terms of lines of light” and “city lights reddening.”

Recall Heim, for whom symbolic automation demands medial liberation: writing had to be “removed from the element of inscription” and placed in electronic form. With letterforms now “instantaneously transformable,” we reach for the chiasmus of “fingers dreaming” and a “mind brushing the keyboard” (shades of Gibson’s anti-hero Case and his Oto-Sendi cybercave deck). We invoke adjectives like “flickering,” “seamless,” “flexible,” and their ultimate antipodes, “inertial.” “This medial ideology is precisely the same aesthetic to which Arjü miał spoke so powerfully in 1992, with its then-contemporary meme of the viral, self-consuming text and the disappearing book. Screen essentialism becomes a logical consequence of a medial ideology that shuns the inscriptive act.

There are a number of important respects in which the theoretical debate has advanced considerably since the first half of the 1990s. The appeal to high poststructuralism forming the backbone of many of the early accounts I have referenced has been abandoned, or at least its influence diluted. Aspen’s Seth’s Cyberspace: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature (1997) emerged as the first major attempt to examine screen-level effects from the vantage point of their
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interaction with a text’s underlying formal processes, leading to, among much else, a widening of the general purview of the field of electronic textual studies (video games, old school interactive fiction, and printed text machines such as Choose Your Own Adventure novels, the ancient 1 Ching, and Quipu/Kurokuma productions like Raymond Queneau’s Cent Mille Milliards de Palais).28 N. Katherine Hayles, meanwhile, continued to refine her critical positions and has advanced what is probably the most extensive argument for materiality and embodiment against the backdrop of three recent books and a series of accomplished, media-specific Close readings of printed and electronic texts alike.29 In his widely read The Language of New Media (2001), Lev Manovich developed an extensive formal account of new media influenced by his background in film, but the book’s most important contribution may yet be its advocacy of software studies, the serious study of specific software technologies as both historical and computational artifacts, a call that has also been taken up by Matthew Fuller.30 Alan Liu’s The Laws of Cool (2004), a magisterial book whose fundamental frame of reference is as much the cubicle as the screen, locates its potential for a “future literacy” within the cool enclaves of the Web nurtured by digital artists and corporate knowledge workers alike.31 At an even more general level, new media studies has seen essential critical work on the politics of race, class, and gender;32 the expansion into brand new areas, notably the white-box field of ludology;33 and the recent availability of essential basic reference tools such as The New Media Reader and Information Arts.34 Yet for all of this activity, my argument is ultimately that we remain very much in the grip of a medial ideology, with many of the plain truths about the fundamental nature of electronic writing apparently unknown at a simple factual level, or else overlooked or their significance obscured.

In the next section, I introduce the field of computer forensics as a counterpoint. As the applied level, computer forensics depends upon the behaviors and physical properties of various computational storage media. For the theoretical observer, it is brazen to watch the forensic investigator run up against many of the same issues that have driven commentators in the realm of cultural and critical theory. While digital evidence can be instantly deleted it can often be just as easily recovered; while digital evidence can be copied perfectly (what we like to call a simulation), it can also be copied imperfectly, and in fact could be taken less to be copied incompletely; while digital evidence can be tampered with, it can also be stabilized and encrypted; while digital evidence can be faked, it can also be signed and algorithmically authenticated.

In a very different climate from the anxieties of the academy discussed above, the forensic investigator employs a set of field procedures designed to establish an order of veracity for all of the evidence within his or her purview, clinically delineating the relative vulnerability and stability of data at many different points in a system’s internal architecture. The irony is that while the protected internal environment of the hard drive is built to exclude the hairs, fibers, and other minute particulars of traditional forensic science, the platter inexorably yields up its own unique kind of physical evidence.

**Computer Forensics**

According to one definition, computer forensics consists in “the preservation, identification, extraction, documentation, and interpretation of computer

---


The most relevant forensic science precedent for computer forensics is the field of questioned document examination, which dates back to the end of the nineteenth century. It concerns itself with the physical evidence related to written and printed documents, especially handwriting attribution and the identification of forgeries. Questioned document examination also bears some resemblance to the academic pursuits of analytically and descriptive bibliography (which emerged in an organized fashion during roughly the same years), but the forensic enterprise subjects the myriad physical implements of writing and inscription to a degree of scrutiny that might give even a hardened bibliographer pause. Handwriting identification as it is practiced by a forensic expert is not to be confused with graphology, the more dubious practice of deriving personality traits from the appearance of an individual's handwriting; this approach was explicitly rejected by the earliest texts on document examination, including Perceval Frazier’s Bibliotheca, or the Study of Documents (1894, itself now largely discredited) and William Hagan’s Digital Handwriting (also 1894). The questioned document examiner is almost

38. On April 21, 2005 I visited the Department of Defense Cyber Crime Center (DC3 for short), located in an anonymous office park near Baltimore/Washington International airport. I was received by Special Agent Jim Clary, the director of the lab, who began his career as a computer crimes investigator with the Air Force in the 1970s. In conversation with Clary, a genial and engaging host, it became clear that the lab’s two biggest challenges were the sheer volume of incoming data, and maintaining its accreditation in the face of constantly changing software. In terms of volume, a typical case might involve analyzing a hard drive with 80 GB of data. This is the equivalent of 1,500 file cabinets or 144 million pages of written material. Much of the investigation is automated, with technologies such as data mining and visualization playing a growing role. But the core of the analysis must be performed manually. In a typical year, DC3 might handle a volume of data that would fill 15 miles of physical file cabinets. This number will only increase. As for accreditation, each new generation of forensic software has to be verified in order for any evidence it yields to be legally admissible in court. Keeping abreast of the accreditation process is a significant drain on staff and resources given how quickly software in the lab evolves through new versions and releases.

39. Even Sherlock Holmes, author of "A Study in Scarlet," on the dating of documents, was not above the temptations of graphology: “Look at his long letters,” he said. “They hastily rise above the common hand. That’s might be an n, and that l is an o. Men of character always differentiate
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primarily through microscopic means. His life's work is the corroboration of the stark dictum underlying contemporary forensic science: "Every contact leaves a trace." This is more, not less, true in the delicate reaches of computer systems. Much hacker and cracker lore is given over to the problem of covering one's "footsteps" when operating on a system uninvited; conversely, computer security often involves uncovering traces of suspicious activity inadvertently left behind in logs and system records. The 75-cent accounting error that kicks off Clifford Stoll's The Cuckoo's Egg, a hair-raising account of computer detective work that culminated in the seizure of several Eastern Bloc agents, is a classic example of Locard's Exchange Principle in a digital setting.42

Insights from computer forensics have the potential to overturn many of the chestnuts governing the critical conversation on new media and electronic tenacity. Marcus Novak asserts the following, for example: "Everything that is written and transmitted via electronic media is transitory and ephemeral unless stored or reinserted (emphasis added)."43 My contention would be that the subordinating conjunction "unless" is called upon to do a great deal of unrealistic work. Practically speaking, most things that are written and transmitted via electronic media are stored and reinserted. A simple e-mail message may leave a copy of itself on a half a dozen different servers and routers on the way to its destination, with the potential for further proliferation via mirrors and automated backup systems at each site. As storage costs continue to

always concerned with a document in its physical entity. To quote Ordway Hilton, a contemporary authority:

Not only must three examiners be able to identify handwriting, typewriting, and printed matter, but they must be able to distinguish forger from genuine, to analyze inks, papers, and other substances that are combined into documents, to reveal additions and substitutions in a document, and to restore or decipher erased or obliterated writing. When records produced by complex modern business machines are suspected of having been manipulated, document examiners may be among the first to be consulted.40

Many of these activities have explicit parallels in computer forensics as it is practiced today. Recovering erased data, authenticating digital documents, and identifying the source of an electronic object are all routine activities for the specialist. But while computer forensics may seem like a natural extension of the questioned document examiner's preview—Hilton's reference to "modern business machines" seems to point the way forward—in practice the two have remained separate domains. Questioned document examination's reference works, even very recent ones, tend to treat "computer documents" exclusively in terms of hard copy.

Both questioned document examination and computer forensics belong to a branch of forensic science known as "trace evidence," which owes its existence to the work of the French investigator Edmond Locard. Locard's famous Exchange Principle may be glimpsed as follows: "a cross-transfer of evidence takes place whenever a criminal comes into contact with a victim, an object, or a crime scene."41 Locard, a professor admirer of Arthur Conan Doyle who worked out of a police laboratory in Lyons until his death in 1966, pioneered the study of hair, fibers, soil, glass, paint, and other small things forgotten, their long letters, however illegibly they may write. There is suspicion in his right to self-station in his capital." (Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The Sign of Four).
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plummets, the trend will no doubt be to save more and more data so that the
variety of ephemera routinely written to disk becomes ever more granular.
Likewise, even the popular myth that RAM is always absolutely volatile,
gone forever at the flip of a switch, proves false; there are at least experimental
techniques for recovering data from RAM semiconductor memory. While it
cannot be technically possible to create the conditions in which electronic
writing can subside without inscription and therefore vanish without a trace,
these conditions are not the medium's norm but the special case, artificially
induced by an expert with the resources, skill, and motive to defeat an expert
investigator. For the remainder of this section I want to focus on three spe-
cific sets of observations from computer forensics in order to challenge some of
the common assumptions about electronic transitoriness that characterize what I
have been calling the medial ideology. They are as follows: that electronic text
is hopelessly ephemeral, that it is infinitely forgeable or self-identical, and that
it is fluid or infinitely malleable.

Ephemerality

Lay users often know that when they delete a file from their
trash or recycle bin it is not immediately expunged from their hard drive.
What happens instead is that the file's entry in the disk's master index (on
Windows machines called the File Allocation Table or FAT, which we will
discuss in more detail in the next chapter) is flagged as spare now available
for reuse. The original information may yet persist for some time before the

44. See, for example, Peter Gutmann's discussion in "Data Remanence on Semiconductor


45. Some readers may immediately think of devnull, the file on the UNIX operating system

used as a "bit bucket" because it is not attached to a disk or any other physical hardware device.

Writing to devnull expunges data to virtual oblivion, but while the existence of devnull is com-

mon knowledge piping data to it is not the same as performing a secure deletion of a previously

saved file. A further case in point, demonstrating the erosive power must go to 2 in order to avoid

leaving trace evidence, is a case set by Greg Hale. His "Ghost Images" consists of a set of

color inkjet reproductions of commercial image files originally harvested from the Web using au-

craved collection methods record through anonymous redirection sessions (to avoid leaving trails

in access logs). These images are then encrypted so as to destroy any semblance of their previous

identity, the randomly generated encryption keys themselves are securely deleted, and the

hard drives in the machines on which one of their operations took place eventually physically


operating system gets around to overwriting it. Indeed, because a file's physi-
cal storage location will change each time it is opened and modified, its earlier
incarnations will also persist until such time as that data may be overwritten.
The easiest way to recover data, therefore, is by simply locating a "deleted" file
on the storage media after its entry has been stripped from the FAT but before
any new data has been written to the same location. This is typically the way
commercial recovery utilities work, hence the standard instruction to allow
as little time as possible to elapse before attempting to restore a lost file. As
hard drive capacities continue to increase, information will persist for longer
and longer amounts of time on the surface of the platter before it is over-
written even once, thus expanding the window in which stored data remains
recoverable.

But that alone does not account for the uniquely indelible nature of mag-
netic wrangle, or the uncompromising pronouncements of computer privacy
experts like Michael Calopardo: "Electronic mail and computer records are
far more permanent than any piece of paper." Creating a file and saving it to
a hard drive does not yield a simple one-to-one correspondence between the
document (or file of whatever type) and its record on the disk. First, word
processors and other productivity software routinely include an auto-save function
that writes a snapshot of an open file to the disk at set intervals. The presence
of such files is not always obvious: often they have opaque or arbitrary-seeming
names (a copy of this document, for example, currently exists in one of my
temporary directories as ~WRL0005.tmp). Nor do they always appear in stan-
dard directory listings (this same file would be invisible to me if the directory
was configured to only display files with common extensions). This phenomenon
is sometimes known as "ambient data," the term emphasizing the way in which
accumulates on a file system absent the intervention of any single, conscious (human) agency. Most
computers also see a portion of their hard disk as an extension of their RAM, a type of storage known
as virtual memory or swap space. Forensic investigators recover all manner of
otherwise-ephemeral matter, including passwords and encryption keys, from
the swap space. So-called slack space—not to be confused with swap
space—presents yet another opportunity for extracting remnants of supposedly

46. Michael Calopardo, Computer Forensics and Privacy (Norwood, MA: Attech House,
2001), 4.

47. Calopardo, 25.
long-discarded files. Data on a magnetic hard drive is stored in clusters of a fixed length, 4096 bytes is typical. (This is what accounts for the discrepancy between the actual size of a file and its "size on disk," as revealed by Windows Properties, even a one byte file—a single ASCII character—will require the allocation of a full 4096-byte cluster to store.) If a file is smaller than that (or larger, but not equivalent in size to some precise multiple of 4096), then the extra space in the cluster is filled out by information in the computer's RAM memory at the moment the file is committed to disk. But since files themselves are rarely the exact same size (and hence occupy variable numbers of clusters), it is also frequently possible to find the partial remains of earlier files at the end of a so-called cluster chain, a phenomenon sometimes known as "disk slack" (as opposed to file slack). A skilled investigator develops an instinct for when slack of either kind is to be found. The problem is exacerbated still further by the fact that in addition to temporary copies and other multiples of the actual file, metadata—the name of the file, the file type, date and time stamps—survives even more aggressively through the operating system, so even if the content of a file is completely erased it is still possible to recover evidence testifying to its past presence. The interactions of modern productivity software and mature physical storage media such as a hard drive may finally resemble something like a quantum pinball machine, with a single simple input from the user sending files careening in dimensionally through the internal mechanisms of the operating system, these files leaving persistent versions of themselves behind at every point they touch—like after-images that only gradually fade—and the persistent versions themselves creating versions that multiply in like manner through the system. There is, in short, no simple way to know how many instances of a single file are residing in how many stores, in how many different locations, at any given moment in the operating system. That, as one textbook has it, "Deleted file information..."

48. "[Clownsparse," Calabriasides opines, "are a forensic investigator's dream because, in addition to the files themselves, they contain data about the data" (55). Calabriasides devotes particular attention to the "regress", which on Windows systems is usually a conflation of files that are both basic, persistent information about the state of the user's system, including (presumably) invisible records of every piece of software installed (and removed), internet browsing histories, names and other personal identifying data, and so forth. A privacy activist as well as an author, Calabriasides makes his business to describe in detail how to purge a registry of potentially incriminating content.


50. Calabriasides, 28.

51. See http://fcminstructor.ttu.edu/120/205/306/8c06/htm for more on the distinction between documentary and demonstrative evidence in the context of applied computer forensics.
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the heterogeneity of digital reproduction. The more mundane kinds of file reproduction we all perform in our daily interactions with a computer fall short of the forensic ideal.

Nor are these necessarily matters solely of relevance to legal investigation and standards of juridical evidence. In 2001, new media artist Joshua Davis (best known for psytrance.com) released the Psytrance Hardrive, a limited edition CD-ROM consisting of "original source files, art, text, accidents, epiphanies, all as they appear in Davis’ own hard drive... - 397 folders, 3657 files, 462 Meg of raw data: a snapshot of the studio of a major new media artist, frozen in time and delivered to you for exploration, study, inspiration, and for use in your own work.” Accompanied by liner notes pointing out highlights and packaged in a black plastic case vaguely reminiscent of a hard drive, the work is admired in a number of ways: it manifests an open source ethos of creativity that feeds off of ever more capacious storage media; media that allows immutable versions and layers and masters and derivatives to co-exist without the need to delete the extraneous master to make room for more. It is also an invaluable historic document that captures a working set of software practices, the kind of artifact we need to learn to cultivate and appreciate. There is even a photo section featuring seemingly random personal photos of trips to San Diego and Paris. Rather than an executable launch platform, the only interface to the CD-ROM’s content is the user’s own desktop, where it is simply appended to the file system to be accessed via the normal directory navigation tools. Nonetheless, the data is not quite as raw as we are led to believe (Figure 1.3). This is not a bitstream copy of the sort described above, and it is far indeed from a forensically sound copy of the hard drive itself, since none of the ambient data that would represent the systems-level workings of the files is present. Despite the caveat that we have been granted unmediated access to Davis’s hard drive (or its digital surrogate), there is a greater artificial distance between this copy and the original data objects than most users would commonly acknowledge. While I would not want to suggest that the failure to produce a bitstream simulacrum compromises Davis’s project in any meaningful way, it does expose the merely rhetorical nature of some of its claims about the rawness of the data it provides. More importantly for my purposes, the example demonstrates the heterogeneity that I have asserted.
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Ronald Rivest, the MIT cryptographer who also worked on the popular RSA public key encryption standard:

A cryptographie hash algorithm is a one-way form of encryption, taking a variable-length input and providing a fixed-length output. As long as the size of the original object is within the operational range of a particular implementation, it is statistically impossible for cryptographically secure hash algorithms to allow two different source files to have intersecting values, effectively making the hash value into the fingerprint of the original file. Such an algorithm is designed to be collision-free, meaning that it is functionally impossible to create a document that has the same cryptographically secure hash value as another document. Because of this characteristic, a hash value can serve as a surrogate for the object it is derived from.\footnote{Wasserman, Kranz, and Heiser, Computer Forensics: An Introduction (Boston: Addison-Wesley, 2003), 89.}

Hashing thus demonstrates that electronic objects can be algorithmically individualized. If Locard’s Exchange Principle is the first basic tenet of forensic science, the second is individualization—the core faith that no two objects in nature are ever exactly alike, and no two objects ever break or wear down in the same way. Individualization, which we will explore in more detail later, is the principle underlying standard identification techniques like fingerprinting and DNA. An MD5 hash, which yields $2^{128}$ different values, is in fact a more reliable index of individualization than DNA testing.\footnote{Kranz and Heiser, 89.}

**Fixity and Fluidity**

We tend to mistake on the fluidity of electronic text, its malleability and punitive instability. Yet there is nothing essentially fluid about data in an electronic environment, and there are important areas in which the stability and verifiability of electronic documents is essential, ranging from secure e-commerce to security and defense. Anyone who has ever needed to edit a file in a directory to which they do not have access rights knows exactly how stubbornly resilient electronic text can suddenly become. On a more specialized level, Intelligent Computer Solutions has developed a product line popular in the forensics and law enforcement communities called Image M@ster DriveLocks:

Designated exclusively for Forensic applications, the DriveLock IDE device provides a secure hardware write protect solution for hard disk drives. Sensitive Forensic hard disk drive data can be previewed, acquired or analysed without the possibility of altering the drive’s contents. The device is designed to block write commands sent to hard disk drives connected through the computer’s PATA interface. No special software is needed. The unit is compact and is easily portable.\footnote{http://www.sawp-c1.com/hmd/drivelock.htm.}

The existence of tools and technologies like DriveLocks and digital watermarking or signatures should remind us that the conditions governing electronic textuality are formal conditions—artificial arrays of possibility put into play by particular software systems. Just as the electronic textual field can be thrown open to revision by virtue of its susceptibility to formal manipulation, so too can this potential be—formally—circumscribed. The ultimate arbitrariness of the situation is perhaps best brought home by the inevitable existence of the Image M@ster’s antiparody, WipeM@ster, marketed by the same parent company and “designed as a compact, standalone hardware solution for sanitizing and erasing drive data for up to nine drives simultaneously at speeds exceeding 3GB/min.”\footnote{http://www.sawp-c1.com/html/wipemaster.htm.}

Secure digital document design—creating documents that can be electronically signed and sealed as guarantees of authenticity—is currently a thriving field. And questions of authenticity are directly related to an electronic object’s ability to not only resist but also to expose tampering. Johanna Drucker, in an illustrated essay in the type design magazine *Élegant*, makes the point with characteristic acuity: “The authority of written documents...does not depend upon their pristine and unaltered condition. Quite the contrary—it is the capacity of the material documents to record change that makes them such believable witnesses.”\footnote{Johanna Drucker, “The Future of Writing in Terms of its Past: The New Forgibility Factor.” *Élegant* 35 (Summer 1995).} Michael Blancher, in a prescient essay that amply demonstrates the fruits of a textual scholar’s encounter with electronic media, argues much the same point, by way of the eighteenth century legal theorist William Blackstone.\footnote{Blancher, “Lettres Scrupule: Blackstone and Electronic Text,” *Studies in Bibliography* 54 (2001): 115–152.} For Blackstone, the
most suitable surface for deeds, contracts, and other official documents was paper rather than stone, leather, wood, or other writing surfaces, which were not unknown in an era when linen rag paper was expensive and comparatively scarce. Paper, however, has the virtue of being both durable and secure—secure meaning precisely that it is fugitive and vulnerable enough to readily reveal tampering. Stone, on the other hand, is inviolate—stains could be lifted or otherwise expunged without physically damaging the underlying surface, thus allowing no guarantee that the writing has not been tampered with (122–123). Hancher then extends the argument to electronic text and suggests neither that it is not durable (the reality that durability consists in multiplicity as well as persistence), nor that it is not secure (he is aware of state-of-the-art technologies using electronic keys and signatures). Rather, his point is that authenticating electronic documents requires the services of an expert "postmodern technician" because "it deals with a disembodied reality inaccessible to and unassessable by the layman" (130). The fact that one can educate oneself in the particularities of electronic keys and signatures notwithstanding, most users will simply not have the expertise to discern how the mechanisms governing their individual interactions with supposedly secure and authentic electronic information. According to Hancher, one must ultimately take the security of electronic documents on "faith" (131).

Regardless, electronic document security—situated at the intersection of encryption, computer security, e-commerce, digital rights management, and digital archives and records management—can only underscore the limited and arbitrary nature of any media ideology that celebrates only the fluidity and fungibility of electronic text. Powerful and well-financed constituencies are lobbying for a very different electronic textual condition, and the research and development is well underway.

None of what I have been describing yet accounts for the physical properties of magnetic media, or for the behavior of the drive's actual writing mechanism (which is responsible for a phenomenon known as shadow data, when bit representations turn out to be imperfectly overwritten). I will discuss these in the next section.

Inscription and Instrumentation

A document such as the Clearing and Sanitation Matrix is born of electronic data's eventual (and often immediate) status as inscribed trace, that is, an inscribed trace in or modification of a physical substratum. We see this vividly in the phenomenon of data remanence, the physical remains of data deposited on computer storage media:

As early as 1960 the problem caused by the erratic properties of AIS (automated information systems, i.e., computer) storage media (i.e., data remanence) was recognized. It was known that without the application of data removal procedures, inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information was possible should the storage media be released into an uncontrolled environment. Degaussing, overwriting, data encryption, and media destruction are some of the methods that have been employed to safeguard against disclosure of sensitive information. Over a period of time, certain practices have been accepted for the cleaning and purging of AIS storage media.59

This concern is not limited to national security and shadowy government agencies. Corporations and institutions of all kinds, not to mention private individuals, routinely discard computers, often with little or no attention to the risk of data remaining intact on the hard drive. One recent study examined a sampling of discarded hard drives and found that nearly all of them contained sensitive information that was recoverable by varying degrees.60 Indeed, sometimes not even a token attempt had been made to delete files from the disk. In other cases the utilities used were insufficient to address the ambient data that had accumulated. Contrary to popular belief, initializing a disk does not erase or overwrite all of its data, it only erases the FAT and resets the basic formatting information. Actual data remains on the disk, and can be recovered using well-known techniques.61


60. Simon L. Garfinkle and Abhi Shelat, "Remanence of Data Passed: A Study of Disk Sanitization Practices," IEEE Security and Privacy (January–February 2005): 17–27. The authors conclude: "With several months of work and relatively little financial expenditure we were able to retrieve thousands of credit card numbers and extraneous personal information on many individuals. . . . If sanitization practices are not significantly improved, it's only a matter of time before the confidential information on repurposed hard drives is exploited by individuals and organizations that would do us harm." (27).

61. See Garfinkle and Shelat, 17–27.
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The considerations in play here go a step beyond those discussed in the previous section, where the problem of deleting data was strictly a function of its proliferation under a swarm of processes not directly controlled by the user. Data remanence is also a function of the physical properties of storage media and the difficulty of reversing or obscuring what are tangible interventions in a physical medium. "Virtually all erasures can be detected by a thorough examination," wrote Ordean Hilton in his Scientific Examination of Questioned Documents (36). But he may as well have been talking about computer storage media. "You can't really erase a hard drive," unequivocally state the authors of one computer forensics textbook, likening it to the way a child's Etch A Sketch retains the images of previous drawings. In fact you can erase a hard drive, but it is a deliberate and painstaking process, best attempted with the proper tools by an expert who understands the full extent of the issues involved. (Better still, perhaps, to simply run it over with a tank, as the NSA originally suggested, though modern data recovery involves some miraculous stories of data extracted from hard drives subjected to near-Biblical levels of fire, flood, and blunt force trauma. The recoveries performed on the World Trade Center hard drives are one such example.)

The paper that made much of this common knowledge within computer security and privacy circles was published in 1996 by Peter Gutmann, a researcher at the University of Auckland. Titled "Secure Deletion of Data from Magnetic and Solid-State Memory," Gutmann's paper begins by making

62. Knut and Heiser, 77.
63. Some of the best tales of data recovery I know come from the Web site of a company called DriveSavers, which includes anecdotes from the likes of Keith Richards, Sean Connery, South African President Nelson Mandela, and Isaac Hayes. Yes one client in particular stands out. As the Web site tells it, a technician was working on the hard drive of someone he assumed must be a hard-boiled Snoop Dogg aficionado: the disk was full of concert clips, home movies, and music videos. Then the technicinan came across a folder labeled "Scopus." It turned out that the drive belonged to a writer for the show, and the damaged disk contained the only copy of the script for twelve then-unproduced episodes. The scripts, which included the famous scene finale "Who Shot J.R.? Burns," were all recovered successfully. Thus at least one signature actor of pop culture owes its existence to the art of forensic data recovery. Other entries on the site tell of recovering data from laptops abandoned in the Amtrak river, scooped in loose form, and recovered by an 18-wheel truck. See http://www.drivessaver.com/html/index.html.


"Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
the probe extends is the basis for measuring the magnetic force. The raw images are then subjected to layers of higher-level image processing to generate the kind of image depicted here. As a visual rendition of the magnetic fields active on the surface of the source media, an MFM image is ultimately more akin to a physician’s ultrasound than the detective’s magnifying glass. The bits themselves prove strikingly autographic, all of them similar but no two exactly alike, each displaying idiosyncracies and imperfections—in much the same way that conventional letterforms, both typed and handwritten, assume their own individual personality under extreme magnification. It seems counterintuitive to think of bits as revealed artifacts—rectangular, with an aspect ratio of 8:1, measuring here about 4 × 5 microns—yet this is where Hayles’s “flexible chain of markers bound together by the arbitrary relations specified by the relevant codes” comes to its end, as an actual inscribed trace. (The smallest possible bits we can write are probably about 10 nanometers, 400 times smaller than what is the norm today. At this level bits will approach what scientists call the superparamagnetic limit—the point at which a physical surface area is no longer capable of retaining a magnetic charge.)

While MFM sounds like an exotic technology, Gutmann suggests barriers to its use are less than one might imagine:

Even for a relatively inexperienced user the time to start getting images of the data on a drive platter is about 5 minutes. To start getting useful images of a particular track requires more than a passing knowledge of disk formats, but these are well-documented, and once the correct location on the platter is found a single image would take approximately 2–10 minutes ... (2)

Gutmann concludes that “Faced with technologies such as MFM, truly deleting data from magnetic media is very difficult” (2). Data remanence of the sort that MFM exploits is ultimately a function of the physical properties of the magnetic substrate and the material limitations of the drive’s write technology—the “inability of the writing device to write in exactly the same location each time”—as well as variations in sensitivity and the strength of magnetic fields on the source media (2). This effect satisfies the forensic principle of individualization, which insists upon the absolute uniqueness of all physical objects. The core process of individualization constructs a hard materiality of the kind that ought to reassure with textual scholars and others in the traditional humanities: “No two things that happen by chance ever happen in exactly the same way; No two things are ever constructed or manufactured in exactly the same way; No two things ever wear in exactly the same way; No two things ever break in exactly the same way.” (19) That the scale here is measured in mere microns does not change the fact that data recording in magnetic media is finitely and fundamentally a forensically individualized process. (66)

66. On November 14, 2003, I visited Professor Raulanno Gomez at the University of Maryland’s Laboratory for Applied Physics. Professor Gomez heads the Lab’s nanomagnetism group. I observed a Digital Instrument (now Veeco) magnetic force microscope in action. The device was recognizable as a microscope, with familiar elements such as a stage and condenser tubes. Three monitors provide views: one shows an optical magnification of the surface of the media sample; the second displays feedback from the instrumentation and settings; and the third displays remanent images of the magnetic data, both AFM and MFM. The process is time- and labor-intensive, so much so that Gutmann seems to suggest acquisition rate hovers around 1 bit (not bytes) per second, and the surface area of a sample is small—perhaps five square millimeters.

"Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
The phenomenon that speaks most directly to electronic data's status as an individualized inscription is well-documented in the MFM literature: tracking misregistration. It occurs in two different forms. Large misregistrations leave the remnants of earlier data representations plainly visible along the edges of the track, exposed to forensic detection and recovery—a classic palimpsest effect, sometimes known as shadow data. "Given intrinsic limitations in the positioning of the head, this effect might be more ubiquitous than previously realized."

Thus when Bruce Clarke, a sophisticated theorist, writes "material... if deleted and overwritten, leaves no scratch on any surface" (31), he is correct only in the narrow, literal sense that electronic data does not impinge on the surface of its substrate in the form of a scratch. In addition to the presence of shadow data, when new bits are recorded, the positioning of the write head may also be off just enough that the magnetic field is strong enough to erase the old data, but not strong enough to successfully record the new data. This creates what is known as an erase band along the edges of the data track, a magnetic anomaly that has a characteristic signature when viewed with MFM imaging (see figure 1.5). The erase band is the blurred area near the top of each image where there is no definite magnetization of the source media. Also visible here are data imperfectly overwritten due to larger (relatively speaking) alterations in the positioning of the head as it makes successive passes over the same data track.

The conclusion researchers have reached describes a condition serving to distinguish magnetic recording from other kinds of inscription, such as ink staining or a fibrous sheet of paper or the grooves incised on a wax cylinder:

For small tracking misregistrations, localized remnants of overwritten data may no longer be distinctly discernable but continue to persist due to its influence on the characteristic track-width variations of the newly created data. Thus, it is quite
possible that even with direct overwrite...complete elimination of the effects of previous data may not be achieved.69

Gutmann puts it this way: "Each track contains an image of everything ever written to it, but the contribution from each layer gets progressively smaller the further back it was made." (3) In other words, magnetic inscription is a temporal as well as a planigraphic intervention, whereby even data that has been overwitten continues to resonate as a result of the ongoing oscillation of the magnetic field. This basic property of magnetic media is known as hysteresis. Gutmann’s solution involves not erasing, but writing and rewriting—thus rendering the lingering effects of earlier data. The bulk of his paper develops a set of 35 patterns designed to ensure that ones are overwritten with zeros overwitten with ones, while zeros are overwritten with zeros overwritten with zeros. This goes on through so many layers of recursion that eventually the ability of a scanning device (like MFM) to detect significant enough fluctuations in field strength to recuperate earlier data patterns is negated. Gutmann’s patterns have since become canonical, so much so that disk sanitizing utilities encode them as an explicit option, as is visible in figure 1.6.

In many respects, MFM represents the continuation of a scientific imaging tradition dating back to Fussay’s drawings of lines of magnetic force in the 1830s. Digital inscription is itself inseparable from techniques of instrumentation, and the history of science and technology is marked by continuous attempts to visualize and render such insubstantial phenomena as the ether, electricity, and electromagnetism. Indeed, the ether into which digital objects are often said to vanish is a historically constructed and contested site, with a rich tradition of visualization and imaging/imaging that erupted in the late nineteenth century.70 One outcome of an encounter with a technology like MFM is that “the virtual” turns out to be a more heterogeneous category than we may have first thought, since at least some of what is usually subsumed in that category is in fact virtual, but only very small, so small as to be invisible to wave length optics even under the most extreme magnification.71


Chapter 3

66

Figure 1.6 Preferences window of a popular utility for secure deletion called Eraser. The options for the 35 Gutmann patterns are available, as are various ODI-sanctioned patterns. Note too the option to erase unused disk space ("block") alongside of actual files, something that is impossible with Windows systems commands alone. Screened by the author.

71. "Every Contact Leaves a Trace."
Yet magnetic force microscopy is also unabashedly an instrument in Bruno Latour’s sense of the word: “I will call an instrument (or inscription device) any set-up, no matter what its size, nature and cost, that provides a visual display of any sort in a scientific text.”

For Latour, it is essential that the instrument assumes a rhetorical disposition as evidence marshaled in the service of scientific discourse. This is the forensic function of the MFM images, not only in courts of law, but in science and engineering circles, where they contribute to insights related to the low-level physical properties of magnetic recording. Entire articles in the literature are given over to improving the computer-mediated image processing techniques used to render the images resulting from the MFM process, which must be remembered not optical magnifications but force-feedback renderings.

Ultimately, as Nathan Brown perspicaciously argues, the scanning tunneling microscope (of which MFM is a subclass) constitutes an event in the history of writing machines insofar as it makes marks on a scale beyond optics, at which visual (representations are predicated on the optical priority of a heretical interface” (175; emphasis in original). Our most persuasive evidence for the astrophysical individualization of abuse. The following phrase is characteristic: “The objections to the use of the instrument usually are based upon the somewhat natural but erroneous idea that if a thing exists that is really significant it can be seen by unaided vision. It seems to be overlooked by those who object to the microscope that ordinary specimens are simply lenses placed between the eye and the object looked at... and that the more elaborate and complicated microscope is nothing more than an extension of this same principle. To be consistent one who objects to the use of the microscope should also insist that the judge and jury should be compelled to observe specimens before examining a document that is questioned in a court of law.”

Thus Osborn was to demonstrate the spectrum of the “physical” as that the evidence reflected through the compound lenses of the microscope is finally no less presumptive than what might be seen with the naked eye, or the quasianthropological specimens.

72. Latour, Science in Action, 68.


"Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
The perceived volatility of electronically recorded data is one of the signature affordances of new media, from casual users who “lose” files when hard drives crash or network accounts expire, to librarians, archivists, and others charged with the preservation of cultural heritage. Computer forensics confronts this anxiety, teaching investigators to evaluate the relative stability or vulnerability of data in memory stores and storage locales throughout an operating system. This tension between erasable and indefinitely retainable data storage was explicitly anticipated as a key element of designing usable digital computing machinery by pioneers like Norbert Wiener.66 As we will see in the next chapter, the hard disk drive was a landmark achievement in computer engineering precisely because it offered a solution for erasable but nonvolatile random access storage. Computing is thus situated within a millennia-long tradition of erasable writing technologies, a tradition which also includes wax writing tablets, graphite pencils, and correctional typewriter ribbons. We are thus in the realm of popular file removal utilities: Wiper, FileWiper, BCWipe, CyberScribb, Eraser, Shredder, Shred-It, Shred-X, Burn. Peter Gutmacher’s patterns for overwriting magnetic media are not so different in their way from the recipe for the ink and varnish used to create erasable surfaces for Renaissance writing tablets.67

For our purposes, contrasting experiences revolving around the erasure and the restoration of digital data can be usefully parsed as differences of forensic and formal materiality. Whereas formal materiality rests upon the instrumental mark or trace, the inscription that is as fundamental to new media as it is to other impositions and interventions in the long technological history of writing. The Clogging and Sanitation Matrix with which we began the chapter clearly establishes the heterogeneity of digital inscription—not just in the range of potential source media, but in the variety of procedures used to create, destroy, and recover data. Overwriting information is not the same as degaussing it. Degaussing methods employ two basic kinds of magnetic fields, alternating (AC) and unidirectional (DC); the strength of the field required to reset the magnetic media to its unrecorded state is known as the media’s coercivity, measured in oersteds (Oe). A weak degauss cannot securely erase media rated at a coercivity above 750 Oe, as most hard disks are. Likewise, overwriting may use a variety of different patterns and schemas to ensure that every bit is superimposed by its symbolic inverse. The debate over the effectiveness of these different patterns, and the effort to develop new, even more effective ones, is ongoing. The point is one that will be familiar to any student of writing technologies: writing practices engender an eruption of tools and techniques to fix, expunge, and recover their meaning-bearing marks and traces.

Formally then, electronic data is pernicious by virtue of its susceptibility to symbolic propagation in an environment explicitly built and engineered to model ideal conditions of immateriality (the essence of digital computing, as we will discuss in chapter 3). Formally, electronic data is survivable by virtue of both dramatically expanding storage volumes (which make it trivial to retain redundant copies of an electronic object) and the limits of the material mechanism, as revealed in the spectral erase bands visible in the MFM images. Here, at tolerances measured in microns, is where we begin to locate the forensic imagination.

66. Wiener’s exact prescription from Cybernetics (1948) was as follows: “The machine cannot contain an apparatus for the storage of data which should exceed them entirely, hold them firmly until erased, and then quickly erase them quickly, and then be available immediately for the storage of new material” (4).